
Working Student (f/m/d) Part-time · Remote · Munich

WE ARE FIDES ⚖
Our mission is to enable good governance globally 🌎.
Fides is a brand-new LegalTech startup based out of Munich. We are creating a data-driven & tech-enabled way
to manage corporate governance duties.

Founded by successful, second-time founders and funded by top-tier VCs (like Sequoia), we are preparing to
make our mark in the startup heaven 💫. We want to build something special, both in terms of product and in
terms of culture! This will be a rocketship and we need one more passenger before we can really take off! 🚀

YOUR MISSION 
You will work closely with one of the Fides founders (a fully qualified lawyer and formerly working in a large law
firm) and the legal team. You will also have many interactions with other colleagues e.g. from Product,
Engineering and Marketing.
Your tasks will be diverse: from interacting with our large law firm partners, implementing legal logic into our
software, researching corporate law issues up to supporting the onboarding of our clients, everything will be part
of it. You will be able to work independently, contribute your own ideas and still practice law. If you are as excited
about this as we are, then you have come to the right place! Depending on how long you stay with us, your
responsibilities and tasks could change very quickly, especially after our next financing round. After this round we
will switch to growth mode, which means that in a very short time we will hire many new colleagues, open up new
markets and jurisdictions, onboard and support many customers from different countries, etc.
If you can imagine starting your own business someday, this is the perfect preparation and training!

YOUR PROFILE
● Practical experience through internships in commercial law firms, corporate law departments or

LegalTech startups
● Strong interest in LegalTech and enthusiasm to rethink the legal market and existing processes with new

technologies
● Knowledge of corporate law
● Independent, self-motivated work with a hands-on mentality
● Structured work despite many different topics at the same time
● Very good communication, contact and presentation skills in German & English
● You are high energy, joyful & funny is your default-mode!

BENEFITS
When you join us, you will get these super cool perks:

● Remote-first but super cool and cozy HQ office in Munich (Luisenstraße 51!)
● Mobility Budget (Bike or MVV)
● Company bootcamps in remote work locations
● Regular professional and fun events online and IRL with the whole team
● State-of-the-art laptop
● Every employee, independent of their function, can get shares in the company
● Urban Sports Club membership grant

Sounds fun? We are just getting started. Let's build a great company together. We mean it!
Visit our Website (www.fides.technology) or

👉click here to apply👈

Fun fact, why we chose Fides as our name: derives from the Roman goddess for integrity. The Roman
government used to store all their state documents in her temple and hold government meetings there.
We want to be Fides for corporates in the 21st century.
And with the divine blessings of Fides, we hope to hear from you soon.

https://fides-technology-gmbh.jobs.personio.de/job/823838?display=en

